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a) A reevaluation of each accident analysis of table 3.1-1 is performed 

within 5 days; this reevaluation shall confirm that the previously 

analyzed results of these accidents remain valid for the duration of 

operation under these conditions.  

b) The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement of Specification 3.1.1.1 is determined at 

least once per 12 hours.  

c) A core power distribution measurement is obtained and FQ (Z) F NH are 

verified to be within their limits within 72 hours.  

d) The THERMAL POWER level is reduced to less than or equal to 75% of RATED 

THERMAL POWER within one hour and within the next 4 hours the high 

neutron flux trip setpoint is reduced to less than or equal to 85% of 

RATED THERMAL POWER. THERMAL POWER shall be maintained less than or 

equal to 75% of RATED THERMAL POWER until compliance with ACTIONS 

3.1.3.1.c.3.a and 3.1.3.1.c.3.c above are demonstrated.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.1.3.1.1 The position of each full length rod shall be determined to be 

within the limits established in the limiting condition for operation at 

least once per 12 hours (allowing for one hour thermal soak after rod motion) 

except during time intervals when the Rod Position Deviation Monitor is 

inoperable, then verify the group positions at least once per 4 hours.* 

4.1.3.1.2 Each full length rod not fully inserted in the core shall be 

determined to be OPERABLE by movement of at least 10 steps in any one 

direction at least once per 31 days.  

During Cycle 14, the position of Rod 1SB2 will be determined indirectly by 

the movable incore detectors within 8 hours following its movement until 

the repair of the indication system for this rod. During reactor startup, 

the fully withdrawn position of Rod ISB2 will be determined by current 

traces and subsequently verified by the movable incore detectors prior to 

entry into Mode 1.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

POSITION INDICATION SYSTEMS - OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.1.3.2.1 The shutdown and control rod position indication systems shall be 

OPERABLE and capable of determining the actual and demanded rod positions as 

follows: 

a. Analog rod position indicators, within one hour after rod motion 

(allowance for thermal soak); 

All Shutdnwn Banks: ±18 steps at • 85% reactor power or if reactor 

power is > 85% RATED THERMAL POWER ± 12 steps of the group demand 

counters for withdrawal ranges of 0-30 steps and 200-228 steps.  

Control Rank A: ±18 steps at • 85% reactor power or if reactor power is 

> 85% RATED THERMAL POWER ± 12 steps of the group demand counters for 

withdrawal ranges of 0-30 steps and 200-228 steps.  

Control Bank B: ±18 steps at 5 85% reactor power or if reactor power is 

> 85% RATED THERMAL POWER ± 12 steps of the group demand counters for 

withdrawal ranges of 0-30 steps and 160-228 steps.  

Control Bank C and D: ±18 steps at • 85% reactor power or if reactor 

power is > 85% RATED THERMAL POWER ± 12 steps of the group demand 

counters for withdrawal ranges of 0-228 steps.  

b. Group demand counters; ± 2 steps of the pulsed output of the Slave 

Cycler Circuit over the withdrawal range of 0-228 steps.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.  
ACTION: 

a. With a maximum of one analog rod position indicator per bank 
inoperable either: 

1. Determine the position of the non-indicating rod(s) indirectly 

using the power distribution monitoring system (if power is 

above 25% RTP) or using the movable incore detectors (if power 
is less than 25% RTP or the power distribution monitoring 

system is inoperable) at least once per 8 hours* and within 

one hour after any motion of the non-indicating rod which 

exceeds 24 steps in one direction since the last determination 
of the rod's position, or 

2. Reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER 
within 8 hours.  

* During Cycle 14, the position of Rod ISB2 will be determined 

indirectly by the movable incore detectors within 8 hours following 

its movement until the repair of the indication system for this rod.  

During reactor startup, the fully withdrawn position will be 

determined by current traces and subsequently verified by the 

movable incore detectors prior to entry into Mode 1.  

b. With two or more analog rod position indicators per bank 

inoperable, within one hour restore the inoperable rod position 

indicator(s) to OPERABLE status or be in HOT STANDBY within the 

next 6 hours. A maximum of one rod position indicator per bank 

may remain inoperable following the hour, with Action (a) above 

being applicable from the original entry time into the LCO.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

HEAT FLUX HOT CHANNEL FACTOR-F0(Z) 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.2.2 F0 (z) shall be limited by the following relationships: 

FQ(Z) • FRTPQ * K(z) for P > 0.5, and 

P 

FQ (z) < FRTPQ * K(z) for P • 0.5, 

0.5 

Where: F RTPQ = the FQ limit at RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) specified 

in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR), 

P = THERMAL POWER , and 

RATED THERMAL POWER 

K(z) = the normalized FQ(z) as a function of core height as 

specified in the COLR.  

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1 

ACTION: 

With FQ(z) exceeding its limit: 

a. Reduce THERMAL POWER at least 1% for each 1% FQ(Z) exceeds the 

limit within 15 minutes and similarly reduce the Power Range 

Neutron Flux-High Trip Setpoints within the next 4 hours; POWER 

OPERATION may proceed for up to a total of 72 hours; subsequent 

POWER OPERATION may proceed provided the Overpower AT Trip 

Setpoints have been reduced at least 1% for each 1% FQ(Z) exceeds 

the limit. The Overpower AT Trip Setpoint reduction shall be 

performed with the reactor in at least HOT STANDBY.  

b. Identify and correct the cause of the out of limit condition prior 

to increasing THERMAL POWER above the reduced limit required by a.  

above; THERMAL POWER may then be increased provided FQ(Z) is 

demonstrated through a core power distribution measurement to be 

within its limit.  
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.2.2.1 The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable.  

4.2.2.2 Fxyshall be evaluated to determine if FQ(Z) is within its limit by: 

a. Using the movable incore detectors to obtain a power 

distribution map: 

1. When THERMAL POWER is • 25%, but > 5% of RATED THERMAL 
POWER, or 

2. When the Power Distribution Monitoring System (PDMS) is 

inoperable; 

and increasing the Measured FQ(Z) by the applicable 

manufacturing and measurement uncertainties as specified in the 

COLR.  

b. Using the PDMS or the moveable incore detectors when THERMAL 

POWER is > 25% of RATED THERMAL POWER, and increasing the 

measured FQ(Z) by the applicable manufacturing and measurement 

uncertainties as specified in the COLR.  

c. Comparing the Fxy computed (F Cxy) obtained in b, above to: 

1. The Fxy limits for RATED THERMAL POWER (F RTPxy for the 

appropriate measured core planes given in e and f below, 

and 

2. The relationship: 
L FxRTP 

FxyL= F [l-PFxy (1-P)] 

where FLxy is the limit for fractional THERMAL POWER 

operation expressed as a function of F RTPxy, PFxy is the 

power factor multiplier for Fxy in the COLR, and P is 

the fraction of RATED THERMAL POWER at which Fxy was 

measured.  

d. Remeasuring Fxy according to the following schedule: 

1. When F Cxy is greater than the F RTPxy limit for the 

appropriate measured core plane but less than the FLxy 
relationship, additional core power distribution 

measurements shall be taken and F Cxy compared to FRTPxy 

and F Lxy: 

a) Either within 24 hours after exceeding by 20% of 

RATED THERMAL POWER or greater, the THERMAL POWER at 

which FCxy was last determined, or
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) 

b) At least once per 31 EFPD, whichever occurs first.  

2. When the F Cxy is less than or equal to the F RTPxy limit for the 

appropriate measured core plane, additional core power 

distribution measurements shall be taken and FC xy compared to 

F RTPxy and F Lxy at least once per 31 EFPD.  

e. The Fxy limit for Rated Thermal Power (F RTPxy) shall be provided for 

all core planes containing bank "D" control rods and all unrodded 

core planes in the COLR per specification 6.9.1.9.  

f. The Fxy limits of e, above, are not applicable in the following 

core plane regions as measured in percent of core height from the 

bottom of the fuel: 

1. Lower core region from 0 to 15% inclusive.  
2. Upper core region from 85 to 100% inclusive.  

3. Grid plane regions at 17.8 ± 2%, 32.1 ±2%, 46.4 ±2%, 60.6 ±2%, 

and 74.9 ±2% inclusive.  
4. Core plane regions within ±2% of core height (±2.88 inches) 

about the bank demand position of the bank "D" control rods.  

g. Evaluating the effects of Fxy on FQ(Z) to determine if FQ(Z) is 

within its limit whenever FCxy exceeds FLxy.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) 

4.2.2.3 When FQ(Z) is measured pursuant to specification 4.10.2.2, an overall 

measured FQ(Z) shall be obtained from a core power distribution measurement 

and increased by the applicable manufacturing and measurement uncertainties 

as specified in the COLR.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

NUCLEAR ENTHALPY HOT CHANNEL FACTOR - F NAH 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.2.3 F NAH shall be limited by the following relationship: 

FNAH = F RTPAH [1.0 + PFAH (1.0 - P)] 

Where: FRTPAH is the limit at RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) specified in 

the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR).  

PFAH is the Power Factor Multiplier for F NAH specified in the 

COLR, and 

P is THERMAL POWER 
RATED THERMAL POWER 

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1 

ACTION: 

With F NAH exceeding its limit: 

a. Reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER within 

2 hours and reduce the Power Range Neutron Flux-High Trip Setpoints 

to • 55% of RATED THERMAL POWER within the next 4 hours, 

b. Demonstrate thru a core power distribution measurement that F NAH is 

within its limit within 24 hours after exceeding the limit or 

reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 5% of RATED THERMAL POWER within 

the next 2 hours, and 

c. Identify and correct the cause of the out of limit condition prior 

to increasing THERMAL POWER above the reduced limit required by a.  

or b. above; subsequent POWER OPERATION may proceed provided that 

F NAH is demonstrated through a core power distribution measurement 

to be within its limit at a nominal 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER 

prior to exceeding this THERMAL POWER, at a nominal 75% of RATED 

THERMAL POWER prior to exceeding this THERMAL power and within 24 

hours after attaining 95% or greater RATED THERMAL POWER.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.2.3.1 F NAH shall be determined to be within its limit by obtaining a core 

power distribution measurement: 

a. Prior to operation above 75% of RATED THERMAL POWER after each 

fuel loading, and 

b. At least once per 31 Effective Full Power Days.  

c. The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable.  

4.2.3.2 The measured F NAH of 4.2.3.1 above, shall be increased by the 

applicable F NAH uncertainties specified in the COLR.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued) 

reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER 

within the next 2 hours and reduce the Power Range Neutron 

Flux-High trip Setpoints to • 55% of RATED THERMAL POWER within 

the next 4 hours.  

3. Identify and correct the cause of the out of limit condition 

prior to increasing THERMAL POWER; subsequent POWER OPERATION 

above 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER may proceed provided that the 

QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO is verified within its limit at 

least once per hour for 12 hours or until verified acceptable 

at 95% or greater RATED THERMAL POWER.  

c. With the QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO determined to exceed 1.09 due to 

causes other than the misalignment of either a shutdown or control 

rod: 

1. Reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER 

within 2 hours and reduce the Power Range Neutron Flux-High 

Trip Setpoints to • 55% of RATED THERMAL POWER within the next 

4 hours.  

2. Identify and correct the cause of the out of limit condition 

prior to increasing THERMAL POWER; subsequent POWER OPERATION 

above 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER may proceed provided that the 

QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO is verified within its limit at 

least once per hour for 12 hours or until verified at 95% or 

greater RATED THERMAL POWER.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.2.4 The QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO shall be determined to be within the 

limit above 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER by: 

a. Calculating the ratio at least once per 7 days when the alarm is 

OPERABLE.  

b. Calculating the ratio at least once per 12 hours during steady state 

operation when the alarm is inoperable.  

c. Obtaining a core power distribution measurement to determine the 

QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO at least once per 12 hours when one Power 

Range Channel is inoperable and THERMAL POWER is > 75 percent of 

RATED THERMAL POWER.  
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INSTRUMENTATION 

POWER DISTRIBUTION MONITORING SYSTEM 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.3.3.14 The Power Distribution Monitoring System (PDMS) shall be OPERABLE 

with: 

a. A minimum of the following inputs from the plant available for use by the 

PDMS as defined in Table 3.3-14.  

1. Control Bank Position 

2 . T.o1d 

3. Reactor Power Level 

4. NIS Power Range Detector Section Signals 

b. Core Exit Thermocouples (T/C) meeting the criteria: 

1. At least 25% operable T/C with at least 2 T/C per quadrant, and 

2. The T/C pattern has coverage of all interior fuel assemblies (no face 

along the baffle), within a chess knight's move, radially, from a 

responding, calibrated T/C, or 

3. At least 25%, operable T/C with at least 2 T/C per quadrant, and the 

installed PDMS calibration was determined within the last 31 Effective 

Full Power Days (EFPD).  

4. The T/C temperatures used by the PDMS are calibrated via cross 

calibration with the loop temperature measurement RTDs, and using the 

T/C flow mixing factors determined during installed PDMS calibration.  

c. An installed PDMS calibration satisfying the criteria: 

1. The initial calibration in each operating cycle is determined using 

measurements from at least 75% of the incore movable detector thimbles 

obtained at a THERMAL POWER greater than 25% of RATED THERMAL POWER.  

2. The calibration is determined using measurements from at least 50% of 

the incore movable detector thimbles at any time except as specified in 

3.3.3.14.c.1, and 

3. The calibration is determined using a minimum of 2 detector thimbles 

per core quadrant.
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INSTRUMENTATION 

POWER DISTRIBUTION MONITORING SYSTEM 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued) 

APPLICABILTY: MODE 1, above 25% RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) 

ACTION: 

With any of the operability criteria listed in 3.3.3.14.a, 3.3.3.14.b, or 

3.3.3.14.c not met, either correct the deficient operability condition, or 

declare the PDMS inoperable and use the incore movable detector system, 

satisfying the OPERABILITY requirements listed in Specification 3.3.3.2, to 

obtain any required core power distribution measurements. Increase the 

measured core peaking factors using the values listed in the COLR for the 

PDMS inoperable condition.  

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.3.3.14.1 The operability criteria listed in 3.3.3.14.a, 3.3.3.14.b, and 

3.3.3.14.c shall be verified to be satisfied prior to acceptance of the PDMS 

core power distribution measurement results.  

4.3.3.14.2 Calibration of the PDMS is required: 

a. At least once every 180 Effective Full Power Days when the 

minimum number and core coverage criteria as defined in 

3.3.3.14.b.1 and 3.3.3.14.b.2 are satisfied, or 

b. At least once every 31 Effective Full Power Days when only the 

minimum number criterion as defined in 3.3.3.14.b.3 is 

satisfied.
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INSTRUMENTATION

TABLE 3.3-14 

REQUIRED PDMS PLANT INPUT INFORMATION

PLANT INPUT INFORMATION AVAILABLE MINIMUM NO. OF APPLICABLE 

INPUTS VALID INPUTS MODES 

Control Bank Position 4 4a 1c 

Tcold 4 2c 

Reactor Power Level 3b ic 

NIS Power Range Excore 86d Ic 

Detector Section Signals 

TABLE NOTATIONS 

a. Determined from either valid Demand Position or the average of the 

valid individual RCCA position indications for all RCCAs in the Control 

Bank.

b. Determined from either 

secondary calorimetric 
Detector Power, or the

the reactor THERMAL POWER derived using a valid 

measurement, the average NIS Power Range 

average RCS Loop AT.

c. Greater than 25% RTP.  

d. Comprised of an upper and lower detector section signal per Power Range 

Channel; a minimum of 3 OPERABLE channels required.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

BASES 

3/4.2.2 and 3/4.2.3 HEAT FLUX AND NUCLEAR ENTHALPY HOT CHANNEL AND RADIAL 

PEAKING FACTORS - FQ(Z), F NDH and Fxy(Z) 

The limits on heat flux and nuclear enthalpy hot channel factors ensure 
that 1) the design limits on peak local power density and minimum DNBR are 
not exceeded and 2) in the event of a LOCA the peak fuel clad temperature 

will not exceed the 22000 F ECCS acceptance criteria limit.  

Each of these hot channel factors are measurable but will normally only 
be determined periodically as specified in Specifications 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.  
This periodic surveillance is sufficient to insure that the hot channel 
factor limits are maintained provided: 

a. Control rod in a single group move together with no individual 
rod insertion differing from the group demand position by more 
than the allowed rod mislagnment.  

b. Control rod groups are sequenced with overlapping groups as 
described in Specification 3.1.3.5.  

c. The control rod insertion limits of Specifications 3.1.3.4 and 
3.1.3.5 are maintained.  

d. The axial power distribution, expressed in terms of AXIAL FLUX 
DIFFERENCE, is maintained within the limits.  

The relaxation in F NDH as a function of THERMAL POWER allows changes in 

the radial power shape for all permissible rod insertion limits. F NDH will be 

maintained within its limits provided conditions a thru d above, are 
maintained.  

When an FQ measurement is taken, both experimental error and 
manufacturing tolerance must be allowed for 5% is the appropriate allowance 
for a full core map taken with the incore detector flux mapping system and 3% 
is the appropriate allowance for manufacturing tolerance. For measurements 
obtained using the Power Distribution Monitoring System (PDMS), the 
appropriate measurement uncertainty is determined using the measurement 
uncertainty methodology contained in WCAP 12472-P-A. The cycle and plant 
uncertainty calculation information needed to support the PDMS calculation is 
contained in the COLR. The PDMS will automatically calculate and apply the 

correct measurement uncertainty, and apply a 3% allowance for manufacturing 
tolerance.  

When FNDH is measured, experimental error must be allowed for and is 
obtained from the COLR when using the PDMS or the incore detection system.  

The specified limit for F NDH also contains an 8% allowance for uncertainties 
which mean that normal operation will result in 

NDH EFRPDH /1.08 where FRTPDH is the limit of RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) 
specified in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR). The 8% allowance is 
based on the following considerations:
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

BASES 

a. abnormal perturbations in the radial power shape, such as from rod 

misalignment, effect F NAH more directly FQ, 

b. although rod movement has a direct influence upon limiting FQ to 

within its limit, such control is not readily available to limit 

N 
F NH, and 

c. errors in prediction for control power shape detected during startup 

physics tests can be compensated for in FQ by restricting axial flux 

distributions. This compensation for F NAH is less readily available.  

The appropriate measurement uncertainty for FN AH obtained using PDMS is 

determined using the measurement uncertainty methodology contained in WCAP 

12472-P-A. The cycle and plant specific uncertainty information needed to 

support the PDMS calculation is contained in the COLR. The PDMS will 

automatically calculate and apply the correct measurement uncertainty to the 

measured F NH.  

The radial peaking factor Fxy(z) is measured periodically to provide assurance 

that the hot channel factor, FQ(z), remains within its limit. The Fxy limit 

for Rated Thermal Power (F RTPxy ), as provided in the COLR per specification 

6.9.1.9, was determined from expected power control maneuvers over the full 

range of burnup conditions in the core.  

3/4.2.4 QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO 

The quadrant power tilt ratio limit assures that the radial power 

distribution satisfies the design values used in the power capability 

analysis. Radial power distribution measurements are made during startup 

testing and periodically during power operation.  

The limit of 1.02 at which corrective action is required provides DNB 

and linear heat generation rate protection with x-y plane power tilts. A 

limiting tilt of 1.025 can be tolerated before the margin for uncertainty in 

FQ is depleted. The limit of 1.02 was selected to provide an allowance for 

the uncertainty associated with the indicated power tilt.  

The two hour time allowance for operation with a tilt condition greater 

than 1.02 but less than 1.09 is provided to allow identification and 

correction of a dropped or misaligned rod. In the event such action does not 

correct the tilt, the margin for uncertainty on FQ is reinstated by reducing 

the power by 3 percent from RATED THERMAL POWER for each percent of tilt in 

excess of 1.0.
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INSTRUMENTATION 
BASES 

(3) lR41D is the setpoint channel; 1R41B is the measurement channel.  

(4) lR41D is the setpoint channel; lR41C is the measurement channel.  

(5) The new release rate channel IR41D setpoint value of 2E4 uCi/sec is 
within the bounds of the concentration setpoint values listed in Table 
3.3-6 (originally for 1R45) for normal and accident plant vent flow 
rates.  

3/4.3.3.2 MOVABLE INCORE DETECTORS 

The OPERABILITY of the movable incore detectors with the specified 
minimum complement of equipment ensures that the measurements obtained from 
use of this system accurately represent the spatial neutron flux distribution 
of the reactor core. The OPERABILITY of this system is demonstrated by 
irradiating each detector used and normalizing its respective output. The 
operability requirements of the movable incore detector system for the 
purposes of calibration of the PDMS is specified in Specification 3.3.3.14.  

N 

For the purpose of measuring FQ(Z) or F AH, a full incore flux map or the PDMS 
is used. Quarter-core flux maps, as defined in WCAP-8648, June 1976, may be 
used in recalibration of the excore neutron flux detection system, and full 
incore flux maps or symmetric incore thimbles may be used for monitoring the 
QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO when one Power Range Channel is inoperable.  

3/4.3.3.3 

THIS SECTION DELETED 

3/4.3.3.4 

THIS SECTION DELETED
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INSTRUMENTATION 

BASES 

3/4.3.3.14 POWER DISTRIBUTION MONFTORING SYSTEM (PDMS) 

The Power Distribution Monitoring System (PDMS) provides core monitoring of 

the limiting parameters. The PDMS continuous core power distribution 

measurement methodology begins with the periodic generation of a highly 

accurate 3-D nodal simulation of the current reactor power distribution. The 

simulated reactor power distribution is then continuously adjusted by nodal 

and thermocouple calibration factors derived from an incore power 

distribution measurement obtained using the incore movable detectors to 

produce a highly accurate power distribution measurement. The nodal 

calibration factors are updated at least once every 180 Effective Full Power 

Days (EFPD). Between calibrations, the fidelity of the measured power 

distribution is maintained via adjustment'to the calibrated power 

distribution provided by continuously input plant and core condition 

information. The plant and core condition data utilized by the PDMS is cross 

checked using redundant information to provide a robust basis for continued 

operation. The loop inlet temperature is generated by averaging the 

respective temperatures from each of the loops, excluding any bad data. The 

core exit thermocouples provide many readings across the core and by the 

nature of their usage with the PDMS, smoothing of the measured data and 

elimination of bad data is performed with the Surface Spline fit. PDMS uses 

the NIS Power Range excore detectors to provide information on the axial 

power distribution. Hence, the PDMS averages the data from the four Power 

Range excore detectors and eliminates any bad excore detector data.  

The bases for the operability requirements of the PDMS is to provide 

assurance of the accuracy and reliability of the core parameters measured and 

calculated by the PDMS core power distribution monitor function. These 

requirements fall under four categories: 

1. Assure an adequate number of operable critical sensors.  

2. Assure sufficiently accurate calibration of these sensors.  

3. Assure an adequate calibration database regarding the number of data sets.  

4. Assure the overall accuracy of the calibration.  

The minimum number of required plant and core condition inputs include the 

following: 

1. Control Bank Positions.  

2. At least 50% of the cold leg temperatures.  

3. At least 75% of the signals from the power range excore detector channels 

(comprised of top and bottom detector section).  

4. Reactor Power Level.  

5. A minimum number and distribution of operable core exit thermocouples.  

6. A minimum number and distribution of measured fuel assembly power 

distribution information obtained using the incore movable detectors is 

incorporated in the nodal model calibration information.  

The sensor calibration of Items 1, 2, 3, and 4 above are covered under other 

specifications. Calibration of the core exit thermocouples is accomplished 

in two parts. The first being a sensor specific correction to K-type 

thermocouple temperature indications based on data from a cross calibration 

of the thermocouple temperature indications to the average RCS temperature 

measured via the RTDs under isothermal RCS conditions. The second part of 

the thermocouple calibration is the generation of thermocouple flow mixing 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

BASES 

factors that cause the radial power distribution measured via the 
thermocouples to agree with the radial power distribution from a full core 

flux map measured using the incore movable detectors. This calibration is 

updated at least once every 180 EFPD.  

3/4.3.4 DELETED
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

d. Source of waste and processing employed (e.g., dewatered spent 
resin, compacted dry waste, evaporator bottoms), 

e. Type of container (e.g., LSA, Type A, Type B, Large Quantity),and 

f. Solidification agent or absorbent (e.g., cement, urea 
formaldehyde).  

The Radioactive Effluent Release Reports shall include a list of descriptions 
of unplanned releases from the site to UNRESTRICTED AREAS of radioactive 
materials in gaseous and liquid effluents made during the reporting period.  

The Radioactive Effluent Release Reports shall include any changes made 
during the reporting period to the PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM (PCP) and to the 
OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL (ODCM), as well as a listing of new locations 
for dose calculations and/or environmental monitoring identified by the land 
use census pursuant to Specification 3.12.2.  

6.9.1.9 CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR) 

a. Core operating limits shall be established prior to each reload 
cycle, or prior to any remaining portion of a reload cycle, and 
shall be documented in the COLR for the following: 

1. Moderator Temperature Coefficient Beginning of Life (BOL) and 
End of Life (EOL) limits and 300 ppm surveillance limit for 
Specification 3/4.1.1.4, 

2. Control Bank Insertion Limits for Specification 3/4.1.3.5, 

3. Axial Flux Difference Limits and target band for Specification 
3/4.2.1, 

4. Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor, FQ, its variation with core 
height, K(z), and Power Factor Multiplier PFxy, and FQ(Z) 
manufacturing/measurement uncertainties for Specification 
3/4.2.2, and 

5. Nuclear Enthalpy Hot Channel Factor, and Power Factor 

Multiplier, PFAH and FNAH measurement uncertainty for 
Specification 3/4.2.3.  

b. The analytical methods used to determine the core operating limits 
shall be those previously reviewed and approved by the NRC, 
specifically those described in the following documents: 

1. WCAP-9272-P-A, Westinghouse Reload Safety Evaluation 
Methodology, July 1985 (W Proprietary), Methodology for 
Specifications listed in 6.9.1.9.a. Approved by Safety 
Evaluation dated May 28, 1985.
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2. WCAP-8385, Power Distribution Control and Load Following 
Procedures - Topical Report, September 1974 (W Proprietary) 
Methodology for Specification 3/4.2.1 Axial Flux Difference.  
Approved by Safety Evaluation dated January 31, 1978.  

3. WCAP-10054-P-A, Rev. 1, Westinghouse Small Break ECCS 
Evaluation Model Using NOTRUMP Code, August 1985 (W 
Proprietary), Methodology for Specification 3/4.2.2 Heat Flux 
Hot Channel Factor. Approved for Salem by NRC letter dated 
August 25, 1993.  

4. WCAP-10266-P-A, Rev. 2, The 1981 Version of Westinghouse 
Evaluation Model Using BASH Code, Rev. 2. March 1987 (W 
Proprietary) Methodology for Specification 3/4.2.2 Heat Flux 
Hot Channel Factor. Approved by Safety Evaluation dated 
November 13, 1986.  

5. WCAP-12472-P-A, BEACON - Core Monitoring and Operations Support 
System, Revision 0, (W Proprietary). Approved February 1994.  

c. The core operating limits shall be determined such that all 
applicable limits (e.g., fuel thermal mechanical limits, core 
thermal hydraulic limits, Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) 
limits, nuclear limits such as SDM, transient analysis limits, and 
accident analysis limits) of the safety analysis are met.  

d. The COLR, including any mid-cycle revisions or supplements, shall 

be provided upon issuance for each reload cycle to the NRC.  

SPECIAL REPORTS 

6.9.2 Special reports shall be submitted to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555, with a copy to the 
Administrator, USNRC Region I within the time period specified for each 
report.  

6.9.3 Violations of the requirements of the fire protection program 
described in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report which would have 
adversely affected the ability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown in the 

event of a fire shall be submitted to the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, Document Control Desk, Washington, DC 20555, with a copy to the 

Regional Administrator of the Regional Office of the NRC via the Licensee 
Event Report System within 30 days.  

6.9.4 When a report is required by ACTION 8 or 9 of Table 3.3-11 "Accident 
Monitoring Instrumentation", a report shall be submitted within the following 

14 days. The report shall outline the preplanned alternate method of 
monitoring for inadequate core cooling, the cause of the inoperability, and 

the plans and schedule for restoring the instrument channels to OPERABLE 
status.
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a) A reevaluation of each accident analysis of Table 3.1-1 is performed 
within 5 days; this reevaluation shall confitm that the previously 
analyzed results of these accidents remain valid for the duration of 
operation under these conditions.  

b) The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement of Specification 3.1.1.1 is determined 
at least once per 12 hours.  

c) A core power distribution measurement is obtained and FQ(Z) and FNAH are 
verified to be within their limits within 72 hours.  

d) The THERMAL POWER level is reduced to less than or equal to 75% of 
RATED THERMAL POWER within one hour and within the next 4 hours the 
high neutron flux trip setpoint is reduced to less than or equal to 85% 
of RATED THERMAL POWER. THERMAL POWER shall be maintained less than or 
equal to 75% of RATED THERMAL POWER until compliance with ACTIONS 
3.1.3.1.c.3.a and 3.1.3.1.c.3.c above are demonstrated.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.1.3.1.1 The position of each full length rod shall be determined to be 
within the limits established in the limiting condition for operation at 
least once per 12 hours (allowing for one hour thermal soak after rod motion) 
except during time intervals when the Rod Position Deviation Monitor is 
inoperable, then verify the group positions at least once per 4 hours.  

4.1.3.1.2 Each full length rod not fully inserted in the core shall be 
determined to be OPERABLE by movement of at least 10 steps in any one 
direction at least once per 31 days.  

C
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

POSITION INDICATION SYSTEMS - OPERATING 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.1.3.2.1 The shutdown and control rod position indication systems shall be 

OPERABLE and capable of determining the actual and demanded rod positions as 

follows: 

a. Analog rod position indicators, within one hour after rod motion 

(allowance for thermal soak); 

All Shutdown Banks: ± 18 steps at •85% reactor power or if reactor power 

is > 85% RATED THERMAL POWER ± 12 steps of the group demand counters 

for withdrawal ranges of 0-30 steps and 200-228 steps.  

Control Bank A: ± 18 steps at •85% reactor power or if reactor power is 

> 85% RATED THERMAL POWER ± 12 steps of the group demand counters for 

withdrawal ranges of 0-30 steps and 200-228 steps.  

Control Bank B: ± 18 steps at •85% reactor power or if reactor power is 

> 85% RATED THERMAL POWER ± 12 steps of the group demand counters for 

withdrawal ranges of 0-30 steps and 160-228 steps.  

Control Banks C and D: ± 18 steps at •85% reactor power or if reactor 

power is > 85% RATED THERMAL POWER ± 12 steps of the group demand 

counters for withdrawal range of 0-228 steps.  

b. Group demand counters; ± 2 steps of the pulsed output of the 

Slave Cycler Circuit over the withdrawal range of 0-228 steps.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.  

ACTION: 

a. With a maximum of one analog rod position indicator per bank 

inoperable either: 

1. Determine the position of the non-indicating rod(s) 

indirectly using the power distribution monitoring system 

(if power is above 25% RTP) or using the movable incore 

detectors (if power is less than 25% RTP or the power 

distribution monitoring system is inoperable) at least once 

per 8 hours and within one hour after any motion of the 

non-indicating rod which exceeds 24 steps in one direction 

since the last determination of the rod's position, or 

2. Reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 50% of RATED THERMAL 

POWER within 8 hours.  

b. With two or more analog rod position indicators per bank 

inoperable, within one hour restore the inoperable rod position 

indicator(s) to OPERABLE status or be in HOT STANDBY within the 

next 6 hours. A maximum of one rod position indicator per bank 

may remain inoperable following the hour, with Action (a) above 

being applicable from the original entry time into the LCO.

Amendment No. 218
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

3/4.2.2 HEAT FLUX HOT CHANNEL FACTOR - FR(Z)

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

FQ (z) < FRTP 

P 

FQ (z) < Fo TP 

0.5

"* K(z) for P > 0.5, and 

"* K(z) for P > 0.5, and

Where FQRTP = the FQ limit at RATED THERMAL POWER 
the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR),

P =

(RTP) specified in

THERMAL POWER , and 

RATED THERMAL POWER

K(z) = the normalized FQ(z) as a function of core height 
as specified in the COLR.  

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1 

ACTION: 

With FQ(Z) exceeding its limit: 

a. Reduce THERMAL POWER at least 1% for each 1% FQ(Z) exceeds the 
limit within 15 minutes and similarly reduce the Power Range 
Neutron Flux-High Trip Setpoints within the next 4 hours; POWER 
OPERATION may proceed for up to a total of 72 hours; subsequent 
POWER OPERATION may proceed provided the Overpower delta T Trip 

Setpoints have been reduced at least 1% for each 1% FQ(Z) exceeds 
the limit. The Overpower delta T Trip Setpoint reduction shall be 
performed with the reactor in at least HOT STANDBY.  

b. Identify and correct the cause of the out of limit condition 
prior to increasing THERMAL POWER above the reduced limit required 

by a. above; THERMAL POWER may then be increased provided FQ(Z) is 
demonstrated through a core power distribution measurement to be 
within its limit.

Amendment No. 218
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS.  

4.2.2.1 The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable.  

4.2.2.2 Fy shall be evaluated to determine if FQ(Z) is within its limit by: 

a. Using the movable incore detectors to obtain a power distribution 
map: 

1. When THERMAL POWER is • 25%, but > 5% of RATED THERMAL POWER, or 

2. When the Power Distribution Monitoring System (PDMS) is 
inoperable; 

and increasing the Measured FQ(Z) by the applicable manufacturing 

and measurement uncertainties* as specified in the COLR.  

b. Using the PDMS or the moveable incore detectors when THERMAL 

POWER is > 25% of RATED THERMAL POWER, and increasing the measured 

FQ(Z) by the applicable manufacturing and measurement 

uncertainties* as specified in the COLR.  

c. Comparing the Fxy computed (F Cxy) obtained in b, above to: 

1. The Fxy limits for RATED THERMAL POWER (F RTPxy) for the 

appropriate measured core planes given in e. and f., below, 
and 

2. The relationship: 

F Lxy = F RTPxy [1 + PFxy(l-P)] 

where FLx is the limit for fractional THERMAL POWER 

operation expressed as a function of F RTPxwPFxy is the power 

factor multiplier for Fxy in the CORL, and P is the fraction 

of RATED THERMAL POWER at which Fxy was measured.  

d. Remeasuring Fxy according to the following schedule: 

1. When F c2xy is greater than the F RTPxy limit for the 

appropriate measured core plane but less than the FLxy 
relationship, additional core power distribution 

measurements shall be taken and FCxy compared to FRTPxy and 

a) Either within 24 hours after exceeding by 20% of 
RATED THERMAL POWER or greater, the THERMAL POWER at 

which FCxy was last determined, or 

b) At least once per 31 EFPD, whichever occurs first.  

For Cycle 11, when the number of available movable detector thimbles is 

greater than or equal to 50% and less than 75% of the total, the 5% 

measurement uncertainty shall be increased to [5% + (3-T/14.5)(1%)] where 
T is the number of available thimbles.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) 

2. When the FCxy is less than or equal to the FRTPxy limit for 
the appropriate measured core plane, additional core power 
distribution measurements shall be taken and FCxy compared 
t o FRTPxy and FLxy at least once per 31 EFPD.  

e. The Fxy limit for Rated Thermal Power (FRTPxy) shall be provided 
for all core planes containing bank "D" control rods and all 
unrodded core planes in the COLR per specification 6.9.1.9.  

f. The Fxy limits of e., above, are not applicable in the following 
core plane regions as measured in percent of core height from the 
bottom of the fuel: 

1. Lower core region from 0% to 15%, inclusive.  

2. Upper core region from 85% to 100%, inclusive.  

3. Grid plane regions at 17.8% ± 2%, 32.1% ± 2%, 46.4% ± 2%, 
60.6% ± 2% and 74.9% ± 2%, inclusive.  

4. Core plane regions within ± 2% of core height (± 2.88 
inches) about the bank demand position of the bank "D" 
control rods.  

g. Evaluating the effects of Fxy on FQ(Z) to determine if FQ(Z) is 
within its limit whenever F Cxy exceeds FLxy.  

4.2.2.3 When FQ(Z) is measured pursuant to specification 4.10.2.2, an overall 
measured FQ(Z) shall be obtained from a core power distribution measurement 
and increased by the applicable manufacturing and measurement uncertainties* 
as specified in the COLR.  

For Cycle 11, when the number of available movable detector thimbles is 
greater than or equal to 50% and less than 75% of the total, the 5% 
measurement uncertainty shall be increased to (5% + (3-T/14.5) (1%)] where 
T is the number of available thimbles.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

N 
3/4.2.3 NUCLEAR ENTHALPY ROT CHANNEL FACTOR F AH 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.2.3 F NAH shall be limited by the following relationship: 

FNAH = F RTPAH [1.0 + PFAH (1.0 - P)] 

Where: F RTPAH is the limit at RATED THERMAL POWER in the Core 

Operating Limits Report (COLR).  

PFAH is the Power Factor Multiplier for FN AH specified in the 

COLR, and 

P is THERMAL POWER 

RATED THERMAL POWER 

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1 

ACTION: 

With F NAH exceeding its limit: 

a. Reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER within 

2 hours and reduce the Power Range Neutron Flux-High Trip Setpoints 

to • 55% of RATED THERMAL POWER within the next 4 hours.  

b. Demonstrate through a core power distribution measurement that F NH 

is within its limit within 24 hours after exceeding the limit or 

reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 5% of RATED THERMAL POWER within 
the next 2 hours, and 

c. Identify and correct the cause of the out of limit condition prior 
to increasing THERMAL POWER above the reduced limit required by a.  

or b. above; subsequent POWER OPERATION may proceed provided that 

F NH is demonstrated through a core power distribution measurement 

to be within its limit at a nominal 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER 

prior to exceeding this THERMAL POWER, at a nominal 75% of RATED 

THERMAL POWER prior to exceeding this THERMAL POWER and within 24 

hours after attaining 95% or greater RATED THERMAL POWER.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

N 
4.2.3.1 F shall be determined to be within its limit by obtaining a core 

power distribution measurement: 

a. Prior to operation above 75% of RATED THERMAL POWER after each fuel 
loading, and 

b. At least once per 31 Effective Full Power Days.  

c. The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable.  

N 
4.2.3.2 The measured F of 4.2.3.1 above, shall be increased by the 

N 
applicable F uncertainties* specified in the COLR.  

For Cycle 11, when the number of available movable detector thimbles is 
greater than or equal to 50% and less than 75% of the total, the 4% 
measurement uncertainty shall be increased to [4% + (3-T/14.5) (1%)] where 
T is the number of available thimbles.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued) 

1. Calculate the QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO at least once per 
hour until: 

(a) Either the QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO is reduced to 

within its limit, or 

(b) THERMAL POWER is reduced to less than 50% of RATED 
THERMAL POWER.  

2. Reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 50% of RATED THERMAL 
POWER within 2 hours and reduce the Power Range Neutron Flux
High Trip Setpoints to less than or equal to 55% of RATED 

THERMAL POWER within the next 4 hours.  

3. Identify and correct the cause of the out of limit 
condition prior to increasing THERMAL POWER; subsequent POWER 
OPERATION above 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER may proceed 
provided that the QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO is verified within 

its limit at least once per hour for 12 hours or until 
verified at 95% or greater RATED THERMAL POWER.  

d. The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.2.4.1 The QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO shall be determined to be within the 
limit above 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER by: 

a. Calculating the ratio at least once per 7 days when the alarm is 
OPERABLE.  

b. Calculating the ratio at least once per 12 hours during steady
state operation when the alarm is inoperable.  

4.2.4.2 The QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO shall be determined to be within the 
limit when above 75% of RATED THERMAL POWER with one Power Range Channel 

inoperable by obtaining a core power distribution measurement* to confirm 

that the normalized symmetric power distribution is consistent with the 

indicated QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO at least once per 12 hours.  

* Using either the movable incore detectors in the four pairs of symmetric 

thimble locations or the power distribution monitoring system.
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TABLE 3.3-1 (Continued)

TABLE NOTATION 

With the reactor trip system breakers in the closed position and the 

control rod drive system capable of rod withdrawal.  

# The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.  

## High voltage to detector may be de-energized above P-6.  

### If ACTION Statement 1 is entered as a result of Reactor Trip Breaker 
(RTB) or Reactor Trip Bypass Breaker (RTBB) maintenance testing results 

exceeding the following acceptance criteria, NRC reporting shall be 
made within 30 days in accordance with Specification 6.9.2: 

1. A RTB or RTBB trip failure during any surveillance test with less 

than or equal to 300 grams of weight added to the breaker trip 
bar.  

2. A RTB or RTBB time response failure that results in the overall 
reactor trip system time response exceeding the Technical 

Specification limit.  

ACTION STATEMENTS 

ACTION 1 - With the number of channels OPERABLE one less than required 
by the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, be in HOT 
STANDBY within 6 hours; however, one channel may be 

bypassed for up to 2 hours for surveillance testing per 

Specification 4.3.1.1.1 provided the other channel is 
OPERABLE.  

ACTION 2 With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the 
Total Number of Channels, STARTUP and/or POWER OPERATION 

may proceed provided the following conditions are 
satisfied: 

a. The inoperable channel is placed in the tripped condition 
within 6 hours.  

b. The Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement is met; however, 
the inoperable channel may be bypassed for up to 4 hours 
for surveillance testing of other channels per 
Specification 4.3.1.1.1.  

c. Either, THERMAL POWER is restricted to • 75% of RATED 
THERMAL POWER and the Power Range, Neutron Flux trip 

setpoint is reduced to • 85% of RATED THERMAL POWER within 4 
hours; or, the QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO is monitored at 

least once per 12 hours.  

d. The QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO, as indicated by the 
remaining three detectors, is verified consistent with the 

normalized symmetric power distribution obtained by using 
either the movable in-core detectors in the four pairs of 

symmetric thimble locations or the power distribution 
monitoring system at least once per 12 hours when THERMAL 
POWER is greater than 75% of RATED THERMAL POWER.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION MONITORING SYSTEM 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.3.3.14 The Power Distribution Monitoring System (PDMS) shall be OPERABLE 
with: 

a. A minimum of the following inputs from the plant available for use by the 
PDMS as defined in Table 3.3-14.  

1. Control Bank Position 

2. Tcold 

3. Reactor Power Level 

4. NIS Power Range Detector Section Signals 

b. Core Exit Thermocouples (T/C) meeting the criteria: 

1. At least 25% operable T/C with at least 2 T/C per quadrant, and 

2. The T/C pattern has coverage of all interior fuel assemblies (no face 
along the baffle), within a chess knight's move, radially, from a 
responding, calibrated T/C, or 

3. At least 25%, operable T/C with at least 2 T/C per quadrant, and the 
installed PDMS calibration was determined within the last 31 Effective 
Full Power Days (EFPD).  

4. The T/C temperatures used by the PDMS are calibrated via cross 

calibration with the loop temperature measurement RTDs, and using the 
T/C flow mixing factors determined during installed PDMS calibration.  

c. An installed PDMS calibration satisfying the criteria: 

1. The initial calibration in each operating cycle is determined using 

measurements from at least 75% of the incore movable detector thimbles 
obtained at a THERMAL POWER greater than 25% of RATED THERMAL POWER.  

2. The calibration is determined using measurements from at least 50% of 

the incore movable detector thimbles at any time except as specified in 
3.3.3.14.c.1, and 

3. The calibration is determined using a minimum of 2 detector thimbles 
per core quadrant.
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INSTRUMENTATION 

POWER DISTRIBUTION MONITORING SYSTEM 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued) 

APPLICABILTY.- MODE 1, above 25% RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) 

ACTION: 

With any of the operability criteria listed in 3.3.3.14.a, 3.3.3.14.b, or 

3.3.3.14.c not met, either correct the deficient operability condition, or 

declare the PDMS inoperable and use the incore movable detector system, 

satisfying the OPERABILITY requirements listed in Specification 3.3.3.2, to 

obtain any required core power distribution measurements. Increase the 

measured core peaking factors using the values listed in the COLR for the 
PDMS inoperable condition.  

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.3.3.14.1 The operability criteria listed in 3.3.3.14.a, 3.3.3.14.b, and 

3.3.3.14.c shall be verified to be satisfied prior to acceptance of the PDMS 

core power distribution measurement results.  

4.3.3.14.2 Calibration of the PDMS is required: 

a. At least once every 180 Effective Full Power Days when the 
minimum number and core coverage criteria as defined in 
3.3.3.14.b.1 and 3.3.3.14.b.2 are satisfied, or 

b. At least once every 31 Effective Full Power Days when only the 
minimum number criterion as defined in 3.3.3.14.b.3 is 
satisfied.
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TABLE 3.3-14

REQUIRED PDMS PLANT INPUT INFORMATION

PLANT INPUT INFORMATION AVAILABLE MINIMUM NO. OF APPLICABLE 
INPUTS VALID INPUTS MODES 

Control Bank Position 4 4a ic 

Tcold 4 2 ic 

Reactor Power Level 3b c 

NIS Power Range Excore 8 6 d c 

Detector Section Signals 

TABLE NOTATIONS 

a. Determined from either valid Demand Position or the average of the 

valid individual RCCA position indications for all RCCAs in the Control 
Bank.  

b. Determined from either the reactor THERMAL POWER derived using a valid 
secondary calorimetric measurement, the average NIS Power Range 

Detector Power, or the average RCS Loop AT.  

c. Greater than 25% RTP.  

d. Comprised of an upper and lower detector section signal per Power Range 

Channel; a minimum of 3 OPERABLE channels required.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

BASES 

3/4.2.2 and 3/4.2.3 HEAT FLUX AND NUCLEAR ENTHALPY HOT CHANNEL 

AND RADIAL PEAKING FACTORS - FQ (Z) AND FNAH 

The limits on heat flux and nuclear enthalpy hot channel factors and RCS 
flow rate ensure that 1) the design limits on peak local power density and 
minimum DNBR are not exceeded and 2) in the event of a LOCA the peak fuel 

clad temperature will not exceed the 2200°F ECCS acceptance criteria limit.  

Each of these hot channel factors are measurable but will normally only 
be determined periodically as specified in Specifications 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.  
This periodic surveillance is sufficient to insure that the limits are 
maintained provided: 

a. Control rod in a single group move together with no individual rod 
insertion differing from the group demand position by more than the 
allowed rod misalignment.  

b. Control rod groups are sequenced with overlapping groups as 
described in Specification 3.1.3.5.  

c. The control rod insertion limits of Specifications 3.1.3.4 and 
3.1.3.5 are maintained.  

d. The axial power distribution, expressed in terms of AXIAL FLUX 
DIFFERENCE, is maintained within the limits.  

The relaxation in FNAH as a function of THERMAL POWER allows changes in 

the radial power shape for all permissible rod insertion limits. FN will 

be maintained within its limits provided conditions a through d above, are 
maintained.  

When an FQ measurement is taken, both experimental error and 
manufacturing tolerance must be allowed for. Five percent is the appropriate 
allowance for a full core map taken with the incore detector flux mapping 
system and 3% is the appropriate allowance for manufacturing tolerance. For 
measurements obtained using the Power Distribution Monitoring System JPDMS), 
the appropriate measurement uncertainty is determined using the measurement 
uncertainty methodology contained in WCAP 12472-P-A. The cycle and plant 
uncertainty calculation information needed to support the PDMS calculation is 
contained in the COLR. The PDMS will automatically calculate and apply the 
correct measurement uncertainty, and apply a 3% allowance for manufacturing 
tolerance.  

When FNAH is measured, experimental error must be allowed for and is 
obtained from the COLR when using the PDMS or the incore detection system.  

The specified limit for F NAH also contains an 8% allowance for uncertainties 
N 1 RPT 

which mean that normal operation will result in FNAH • FRPTH/l.08. Where FR 

is the limit at RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) specified in the CORE OPERATING 

LIMITS REPORT (COLR). The 8% allowance is based on the following 
considerations:
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

BASES 

3/4.2.2 and 3/4.2.3 HEAT FLUX AND NUCLEAR ENTHALPY HOT CHANNEL AND 
N 

RADIAL PEAKING FACTORS - FQ(Z) AND FH (Continued) 

a. abnormal perturbations in the radial power shape, such as from 

rod misalignment, effect FANH more directly than FQ.  

b. although rod movement has a direct influence upon limiting FQ to 
within its limit, such control is not readily available to limit 

N 
FH , and 

c. errors in prediction for control power shape detected during 
startup physics test can be compensated for in FQ by restricting 

axial flux distributions. This compensation for FN is less 

rapidly available.  

The appropriate measurement uncertainty for F NAH obtained uiing PDMS is 
determined using the measurement uncertainty methodology contained in 
WCAP 12472-P-A. The cycle and plant specific uncertainty information needed 
to support the PDMS calculation is contained in the COLR. The PDMS will 
automatically calculate and apply the correct measurement uncertainty to the 

measured F NAH.  

The radial peaking factor Fxy(Z) is measured periodically to provide assurance 

that the hot channel factor FQ(Z), remains within its limit. The Fxy limit 

for RATED THERMAL POWER FRTPxy , as provided in COLR per specification 
6.9.1.9, was determined from expected power control maneuvers over the full 
range of burnup conditions in the core.  

3/4.2.4 QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO 

The quadrant power tilt ratio limit assures that the radial power 
distribution satisfies the design values used in the power capability 
analysis. Radial power distribution measurements are made during startup 
testing and periodically during power operation.
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INSTRUMENTATION 
BASES 

Immediate action(s), in accordance with the LCO Action Statements, means that 
the required action should be pursued without delay and in a controlled 
manner.  

3/4.3.3.2 MOVABLE INCORE DETECTORS 

The OPERABILITY of the movable incore detectors with the specified minimum 
complement of equipment ensures that the measurements obtained from use of 
this system accurately represent the spatial neutron flux distribution of the 
reactor core. The OPERABILITY of this system is demonstrated by irradiating 
each detector used and normalizing its respective output. The operability 
requirements of the movable incore detector system for the purposes of 
calibration of the PDMS is specified in Specification 3.3.3.14.  

For the purpose of measuring FQ(Z) or F NAH, a full incore flux map or the PDMS 
is used. Quarter-core flux maps, as defined in WCAP-8648, June 1976, may be 
used in recalibration of the excore neutron flux detection system, and full 
incore flux maps or symmetric incore thimbles may be used for monitoring the 
QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO when one Power Range Channel is inoperable.  

3/4.3.3.3 

THIS SECTION DELETED 

3/4.3.3.4 

THIS SECTION DELETED 

3/4.3.3.5 REMOTE SHUTDOWN INSTRUMENTATION 

The OPERABILITY of the remote shutdown instrumentation ensures that 
sufficient capability is available to permit shutdown and maintenance of HOT 
STANDBY of the facility from locations outside of the control room. This 
capability is required in the event control room habitability is lost and is 
consistent with General Design Criterion 19 of 10 CFR 50.  

3/4.3.3.6 

THIS SECTION DELETED 

3/4.3.3.7 ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION 

The OPERABILITY of the accident monitoring instrumentation ensures that 
sufficient information is available on selected plant parameters to monitor 
and assess these variables following an accident. This capability is 
consistent with the Recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.97, 
"Instrumentation for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant 
Conditions During and Following an Accident," December 1975 and NUREG-0578, 
"TMI-2 Lessons Learned Task Force Status Report and Short-Term 
Recommendations.
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INSTRUMENTATION 
BASES 

CROSS REFERENCE - TABLES 3.3-13 and 4.3-13 

T/S Table Instrument Description Acceptable RMS 
Item No. Channels 

la Waste Gas Holdup System Noble Gas Activity 2R41A, B and 
D(1)(2) 

2a Containment Purge and Pressure - Vacuum 2R12A or 2R41A, 
Relief Noble Gas Activity B and D(I)(2) 

3a Plant Vent Header System Noble Gas Activity 2R16 or 2R41A, 
B and D 

(1) The channels listed are required to be operable to meet a single operable 
channel for the Technical Specification's "Minimum Channels Operable" 
requirement.  

(2) 2R41D is the setpoint channel. 2R41A and 2R41B are the measurement channels.  

3/4.3.4 Deleted 

3/4.3.3.14 POWER DISTRIBUTION MONFTORING SYSTEM (PDMS) 

The Power Distribution Monitoring System (PDMS) provides core monitoring of 
the limiting parameters. The PDMS continuous core power distribution 
measurement methodology begins with the periodic generation of a highly 
accurate 3-D nodal simulation of the current reactor power distribution. The 
simulated reactor power distribution is then continuously adjusted by nodal 
and thermocouple calibration factors derived from an incore power 
distribution measurement obtained using the incore movable detectors to 
produce a highly accurate power distribution measurement. The nodal 
calibration factors are updated at least once every 180 Effective Full Power 
Days (EFPD). Between calibrations, the fidelity of the measured power 
distribution is maintained via adjustment to the calibrated power 

distribution provided by continuously input plant and core condition 

information. The plant and core condition data utilized by the PDMS is cross 
checked using redundant information to provide a robust basis for continued 
operation. The loop inlet temperature is generated by averaging the 
respective temperatures from each of the loops, excluding any bad data. The 
core exit thermocouples provide many readings across the core and by the 
nature of their usage with the PDMS, smoothing of the measured data and 
elimination of bad data is performed with the Surface Spline fit. PDMS uses 
the NIS Power Range excore detectors to provide information on the axial 
power distribution. Hence, the PDMS averages the data from the four Power 
Range excore detectors and eliminates any bad excore detector data.
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INSTRUMENTATION 
BASES 

The bases for the operability requirements of the PDMS is to provide 
assurance of the accuracy and reliability of the core parameters measured and 
calculated by the PDMS core power distribution monitor function. These 
requirements fall under four categories: 

1. Assure an adequate number of operable critical sensors.  

2. Assure sufficiently accurate calibration of these sensors.  

3. Assure an adequate calibration database regarding the number of data 
sets.  

4. Assure the overall accuracy of the calibration.  

The minimum number of required plant and core condition inputs include the 
following: 

1. Control Bank Positions.  

2. At least 50% of the cold leg temperatures.  

3. At least 75% of the signals from the power range excore detector 
channels (comprised of top and bottom detector section).  

4. Reactor Power Level.  

5. A minimum number and distribution of operable core exit 
thermocouples.  

6. A minimum number and distribution of measured fuel assembly power 
distribution information obtained using the incore movable detectors 
is incorporated in the nodal model calibration information.  

The sensor calibration of Items 1, 2, 3, and 4 above are covered under other 
specifications. Calibration of the core exit thermocouples is accomplished 
in two parts. The first being a sensor specific correction to K-type 
thermocouple temperature indications based on data from a cross calibration 
of the thermocouple temperature indications to the average RCS temperature 
measured via the RTDs under isothermal RCS conditions. The second part of 
the thermocouple calibration is the generation of thermocouple flow mixing 
factors that cause the radial power distribution measured via the 
thermocouples to agree with the radial power distribution from a full core 
flux map measured using the incore movable detectors. This calibration is 
updated at least once every 180 EFPD.  
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

d. Source of waste and processing employed (e.g., dewatered spent 
resin, compacted dry waste, evaporator bottoms), 

e. Type of container (e.g., LSA, Type A, Type B, Large Quantity), 
and 

f. Solidification agent or absorbent (e.g., cement, urea 
formaldehyde).  

The Radioactive Effluent Release Reports shall include a list of descriptions 
of unplanned releases from the site to UNRESTRICTED AREAS of radioactive 
materials in gaseous and liquid effluents made during the reporting period.  

The Radioactive Effluent Release Reports shall include any changes'made 
during the reporting period to the PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM (PCP) and to the 
OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL (ODCM), as well as a listing of new locations 
for dose calculations and/or environmental monitoring identified by the land 
use census pursuant to Specification 3.12.2.  

6.9.1.9 CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR) 

a. Core operating limits shall be established prior to each reload 
cycle, or prior to any remaining portion of a reload cycle, and shall 
be documented in the COLR for the following: 

1. Moderator Temperature Coefficient Beginning of Life (BOL) and 
End of Life (EOL) limits and 300 ppm surveillance limit for 
Specification 3/4.1.1.3, 

2. Control Bank Insertion Limits for Specification 3/4.1.3.5, 

3. Axial Flux Difference Limits and target band for Specification 
3/4.2.1, 

4. Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor, FQ, its variation with core 
height, K(z), Power Factor Multiplier PFxy, and FQ(Z) 
manufacturing/measurement uncertainties for Specification 
3/4.2.2, and 

5. Nuclear Enthalpy Hot Channel Factor, Power Factor Multiplier, 
PFAH, and F NAH measurement uncertainty for Specification 
3/4.2.3.  

b. The analytical methods used to determine the core operating limits 
shall be those previously reviewed and approved by the NRC, 
specifically those described in the following documents: 

1. WCAP-9272-P-A, Westinghouse Reload Safety Evaluation 
Methodology, July 1985 (W Proprietary), Methodology for 
Specifications listed in 6.9.1.9.a. Approved by Safety 
Evaluation dated May 28, 1985.
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2. WCAP-8385, Power Distribution Control and Load Following 
Procedures_- Topical Report, September 1974 (W Proprietary) 
Methodology for Specification 3/4.2.1 Axial Flux Difference 
Approved by Safety Evaluation dated January 31, 1978.  

3. WCAP-10054-P-A, Rev. 1, Westinghouse Small Break ECCS 
Evaluation Model Using NOTRUMP Code, August 1985 (W 
Proprietary), Methodology for Specification 3/4.2.2 Heat Flux 
Hot Channel Factor. Approved for Salem by NRC letter dated 
August 25, 1993.  

4. WCAP-10266-P-A, Rev. 2, The 1981 Version of Westinghouse 
Evaluation Model Using BASH Code, Rev. 2. March 1987 (W 
Proprietary) Methodology for Specification 3/4.2.2 Heat Flux 
Hot Channel Factor. Approved by Safety Evaluation dated 
November 13, 1986.  

5. WCAP-12472-P-A, BEACON - Core Monitoring and Operations Support 
System, Revision 0, (W Proprietary). Approved February 1994.  

c. The core operating limits shall be determined such that all 
applicable limits (e.g., fuel thermal mechanical limits, core thermal 
hydraulic limits, Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) limits, 
nuclear limits such as SDM, transient analysis limits, and accident 
analysis limits) of the safety analysis are met.  

d. The COLR, including any mid-cycle revisions or supplements shall be 

provided upon issuance for each reload cycle to the NRC.  

SPECIAL REPORTS 

6.9.2 Special reports shall be submitted to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555, with a copy to the 
Administrator, USNRC Region I within the time period specified for each 
report.  

6.9.3 Violations of the requirements of the fire protection program 
described in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report which would have 
adversely affected the ability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown in the 
event of a fire shall be submitted to the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, Document Control Desk, Washington, DC 20555, with a copy to the 
Regional Administrator of the Regional Office of the NRC via the Licensee 
Event Report System within 30 days.  

6.9.4 When a report is required by ACTION 8 OR 9 of Table 3.3-11 "Accident 
Monitoring Instrumentation", a report shall be submitted within the following 
14 days. The report shall outline the preplanned alternate method of 
monitoring for inadequate core cooling, the cause of the inoperability, and 
the plans and schedule for restoring the instrument channels to OPERABLE 
status.
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